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Even in making objects, as soon
as you start to get the feeling that
some form of craft is coming
into place, you realize that
everything is wrong. Because
craft is really just a fetish. It is
wasted energy. It’s about the
object, some space which has
nothing to do with the human.

Jeff Koons
(1955- )

Artist of pop culture and the
banal
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FILM

‘Out of the Woods’
Metropolis Cinema-Sofil
Jan. 25, 5:30 p.m.
The 24th European Film Fes-
tival opens with Marko Kos-
tic’s drama about a woman
trying to give her grandkids
a happy childhood. (In Ser-
bian with English subtitles.)

‘We Speak Dance’
Station Beirut, Jisr al-Wati
Jan. 31, 9 p.m.
71-684-218
Three episodes of the Netflix
series will be followed by a
panel, featuring Lebanese
dancers Alexandre Paulike-
vitch, Randa Makhoul,
Naima Yazbek and Omar
Dilati, who will join film-
maker Jackson Allers to dis-
cuss dance as a weapon for
social change.

THEATER

‘JOGGING’ 
Zoukak Studio, Art Lounge,
Karantina
Jan. 25-27, 8:30 p.m.
ihjoz.com
Hanane Hajj Ali’s play looks
in on a 50-something
Lebanese actor who exercises
daily to avoid osteoporosis,
obesity and depression.
Walking through Beirut, she
revisits dreams and desires.

PHOTOGRAPHY 

‘Scenes from Africa’
Dar al-Mussawir, Wardieh
Until Jan. 25
01-373-347
Riad Dimashkie’s photos tell
individual stories of the
Masai people in their villages
or tending their livestock
while coexisting with the
wild animals in the national
wildlife reserves.

ART

‘Introspection’
Saifi Gallery, Downtown
Opening Jan. 25, 7 p.m.
Karim Tamerji’s series aims
to reveals his moments of
contemplation, inspired by
the mystery of the self and
how our subconscious mind
expresses behavior. 

‘Antonello Ghezzi in 
dialogue with Gilbert Hage’
Galerie Tanit, Mar Mikhael
Until Jan. 30
01-562-812
This show presents the per-
formance “Blow Against the
Walls,” based on a collective
participation moment, in
dialogue with Hage’s “I Hat-
ed You Already Because Of
The Lies I Had Told You.”

‘New sites for the Museum
Departments or four places
to visit heaven’
Sfeir-Semler Gallery, Karantina 
Until April. 7, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
01-566-550
Khalil Rabah’s latest itera-
tion of the Palestinian Muse-
um of Natural History draws
on the resilience of sites and
symbols that exist in spite of
their contested status.

‘In the Middle’
Artlab, Gemmayzeh
Until Jan. 27
Morteza Khosravi’s series
looks at the female body, in
the context of continuity,
infinity and still moments.
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By Jocelyn Noveck
Associated Press

NEW YORK: Aaron Sorkin has a
knack for timing, and not just in the
obvious way.
The Oscar-winning writer of “The

Social Network,” “Moneyball” and
other fast-talking, crackling scripts
has been celebrated for his mile-a-
minute wordplay, but he’s also been
criticized for not taking up complex,
strong female characters in the male-
centric worlds of his stories.
In “Molly’s Game,” his first film

with a female protagonist and his
directorial debut, Sorkin turns that
around, presenting one of the more
interesting female characters this
season. There’s no better time for
this change in focus, and he could
have chosen no better partner in
crime than Jessica Chastain, one of
movies’ most intelligent and watch-
able actresses.
Chastain plays Molly Bloom,

who went from being an Olympic
skiing hopeful to spending years
running high-stakes, celebrity-stud-
ded poker games in Los Angeles and
New York, hosting names like
Tobey Maguire, Ben Affleck and
Leonardo DiCaprio. It all came
crashing down when the Russian
mob got involved and the FBI
showed up, arresting her as part of
an illegal gambling operation. She
faced prison time but was ultimate-
ly cleared of many charges and got
off with probation, a fine and com-
munity service.
It’s an engrossing story on its own

and Sorkin chooses to portray Bloom
as a sort of feminist heroine, who tri-
umphed over the victimizing whims
of the men around her – slimy (most-
ly) gamblers, an abusive boss, violent
mobsters, and her own father (Kevin

Costner), a hard-driving sports dad
and preachy psychologist. 
It’s a problematic choice, because

it feels like it’s denying this obvious-
ly intelligent and capable protago-
nist the ability to make any of her
own choices and mistakes.
We begin with a terrific sequence

on the ski slopes. A young Bloom is
on her way to a spot at the Olympics
but slips on an unfortunately placed
pine cone and crashes spectacularly.
Her ski career is over.
If you know Sorkin’s work, it

won’t surprise you to hear he does-
n’t stick to a chronological timeline
in the film – rather, he dips in and

out of periods in Bloom’s life.
As in “The Social Network,” he

anchors the present tense in a law
office, for the legal discussions
Bloom has with her lawyer, Charlie
Jaffey (Idris Elba).
It also won’t surprise you to

know that Sorkin departs liberally
from Bloom’s own memoir to tell
her story, relying on what he says
were hundreds of hours of talking to
his subject about things she never
wrote about.
What we take from that early ski

accident is that Molly is a survivor.
The announcers wonder if she will
even be able to stand, but she rises

and walks off, a determined scowl
on her face.
Twelve years later, Molly’s lying

in bed when the FBI bursts in, guns
blazing. How did she get from the
slopes to the handcuffs? 
Several years earlier, she’s post-

poned law school and is soaking in
the LA sun, working as a cocktail
waitress, when a pompous patron
(Jeremy Strong) hires her. He’s a jerk
and, through him, she’s introduced
to the high-stakes world of celebri-
ty poker.

It’s a world of luxury clubs and
hotel suites, where the players can be
movie stars (Michael Cera is great as

a creepy young actor, unnamed) and
the buy-in can be tens or even hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. 

Bloom’s uniform is a cleavage-
baring designer sheath and stilettos
but she’s no eye candy. She’s smart as
a whip, and learns enough about the
game – though she never plays – to
take it over when her boss stops pay-
ing her.

It’s a dizzying ride and a wordy
one. If Sorkin were being paid by the
word, he’d have the best deal in Hol-
lywood. A constant voiceover pro-
pels the action forward, with zingers
like Molly saying she was in a hole so
deep, “I could have gone fracking.”

Poker terms, too, fly fast, and it’s
not easy to keep up if you don’t know
the game, but it’s fun enough to watch
Chastain’s Bloom find her way, mak-
ing things up she goes along.

The supporting players are rou-
tinely excellent – Cera, Chris Dowd,
Brian D’Arcy James, and best of all,
a heartbreaking Bill Camp, as a sea-
soned player who utterly loses it dur-
ing one nightmare evening of poker.

Then the Russian mob comes in.
In the film’s most difficult scene,
Bloom gets a knock on her door and
a mobster pushes his way in and
beats her, brutally. 

She eventually recovers but mob
involvement ends up exposing her
and leading to the end of her poker
days, and her legal odyssey.

Molly Bloom is also a literary
name, and there are plenty of refer-
ences to literature – specifically poet-
ry, and also to “The Crucible” – in
this fast-moving script. 

Despite some of Sorkin’s more
debatable choices, his writing and
especially Chastain’s charismatic
presence make this an enjoyable tum-
ble down some very slippery slopes.

“Molly’s Game” is in Beirut-area cinemas.

‘Molly’s Game’ makes for an enjoyable tumble

REVIEW

Ode to the 
extraterrestrial
modern

By Jim Quilty
The Daily Star

BEIRUT: “Craft” is a word
with diverse usages and
meanings. It suggests prein-
dustrial, therefore special-

ized, labor and production – “hand-
icraft,” say, “craftsmanship,” or
“craft beer.”
This trail of usage includes terms

related to knowledge of arcane mat-
ters inexplicable by reason alone –
“witchcraft,” say, or everyone’s
favorite secret society, the Freema-
sons (aka “the Craft”).
Then there’s the fully contempo-

rary (if reason-resistant) practice of
“statecraft,” which – after terms like
“imperialism” fell out of fashion –
became the catch-all term for how
powerful states and their clients tell
subaltern ones how to behave.
Craft also came to mean “vessel”

and some may find it interesting that
the same word can denote basket
weaving, practiced deceitfulness, and
off-world travel (a la spacecraft).
“The Craft” is the title of Moni-

ra al-Qadiri’s solo, now up at the
Sursock Museum’s Twin Galleries.
The exhibition’s three works,

which are all from 2017, may be
seen to have been conceived some-
where in the vortex of deceit, state-
craft and spacecraft.
It’s useful to enter Qadiri’s show

from the right, via Twin Gallery I.
Decorated in the candy-coated

hues of a skittles ad, the gallery
decor is that of a U.S. diner – born
in the 1950s, kept alive by the com-
mercial utility of nostalgia.
The faux diner is the delivery sys-

tem for two of the works on show.
“Omen” is a neon sign, centering

on the words The Craft, as if to
name the diner.
“The Craft” is also the title of the

16-minute VHS-shot video that is
the exhibition’s narrative load-bear-
ing wall.
The video is a low-fi counter-

point to the glossy naturalist aes-
thetic of “Omen” and the diner
installation generally. 
It’s based on a collage of brief

family videos shot when Qadiri and
her sister were still kids (including

some kitsch mementos of the U.S.
invasion of Kuwait in 1990).
These have been augmented with

some ’50s-era sci-fi effects and col-
orful drawings (aliens, spaceships
and the like that the little girls might
have drawn), all superimposed over
the home-video footage.
The images are accompanied by

electronic sounds (apparently
devised by Qadiri’s sister as a child).
These disparate components are

crafted into a narrative by the
artist’s voice-over narration. 
Footage and voice-over com-

mence in 1982 (the year before
Qadiri was born) as her father was
driving to work at Kuwait’s (star-
tlingly modernist) embassy building
in Dakar, Senegal.
The tale resumes in 1988, when

the kids’ mother was trying go out
to attend an embassy party – shown
to be a flying saucer – and the girls
try to prevent her leaving.
The artist’s sister managed to slip

the nanny’s grasp and chased her
mum into the spacecraft.
The interior of the craft, she tells

her little sister afterward, looked
just like an American diner, where
aliens sat around eating burgers and
drinking Diet Cokes.
The voice-over recounts how,

obsessed with what she’d been
unable to see with her own eyes, she
devoted years to drawing how she’d
imagined the aliens might look.
When war came to Kuwait in

1990, then, it was obvious to her
that the lights and noises in the sky
were those of an alien invasion.
The aliens are destroying the real-

ity we know and trust, the narrator
remarks early in the video.
“Were my parents conspiring

with aliens behind my back?”
The tale of alien invasion that

drives “The Craft” finds its end in
Beirut, in 2011.
The works on show in “The

Craft” have an international prove-
nance, having been co-commissioned
by the Sursock Museum and Lon-
don’s Gasworks gallery, which host-
ed the exhibition’s 2017 premiere.
In her practice and personal his-

tory, in fact, Monira al-Qadiri could
be a poster child for the increasing-
ly diverse texture of cultural pro-
duction in this region.
Born in Senegal, the Kuwaiti

national was educated in Japan,
receiving a doctorate in media art at
Tokyo University of the Arts, and has
since been a serial resident of Beirut.
Her art mines cultural practices in

the Gulf region – a group show at
the Sursock last year included a
sculpture series of Qadiri’s that aes-
theticizes drill bits used in oil explo-
ration – but traces of Japanese prac-
tice sometimes color her work. 
Take the music-videolike piece

“Abu Athiyya” (Father of Pain),
exhibited at Ashkal Alwan in 2013.
While preoccupied with the aes-

thetic of sadness once prominent in
the culture of southern Iraq, this per-
formance-based video is diffracted
through butoh – a contemporary
Japanese dance form premised on
the reanimation of the corpse.
This exhibition is grounded in

autobiography but, as the video’s

Beirut terminus suggests, Qadiri’s
subject matter is a more wide-rang-
ing thing.
It’s fitting that the vid’s Beirut

chapter captures no landscape or
architectural features that recogniz-
ably “belong” to that city. Beirut in
2011 was (and perhaps remains)
nothing more substantial than noc-
turnal clusters of artificial lighting.
The centerpiece, and formal con-

clusion, of Qadiri’s show is situated
across the hall in Twin Gallery II,
which is completely dark but for a
single spotlight.
In it, Nora Razian and Robert

Leckie (the curators whose brief
essay accompanies Qadiri’s show)

have found echoes of Japanese cul-
tural production.
“The End,” as the piece is called,

is a fabricated object, rather larger
than life, that appears to be levitat-
ing above a plinth.
The installation is accompanied

by a recorded reading from Saba
George Shiber’s study of modernist
architecture in 1960s Kuwait.
Without spoiling “the big

reveal,” in ad craft, this handmade
object is “arguably, the most iconic
symbol of consumer capitalism.”

Monira al-Qadiri’s “The Craft” is up at the
Sursock Museum’s Twin Galleries through
Feb. 5.

Monira al-Qadiri’s
‘The Craft’ remembers
the future as an 
American diner
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Idris Elba and Jessica Chastain in a scene from “Molly’s Game.”
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The faux diner is the delivery system for two of the works on show.

A detail from Qadiri’s “The End.”
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